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"With surgical precision, Roland Lazenby expertly dissects the life of this generation's most fascinating basketball"With surgical precision, Roland Lazenby expertly dissects the life of this generation's most fascinating basketball

player. What made Kobe Bryant tick so loud for so long? Lazenby shows you with a tour de force in reporting and anplayer. What made Kobe Bryant tick so loud for so long? Lazenby shows you with a tour de force in reporting and an

intimate inspection at Bryant's trials, accomplishments and tribulations." -- Jonathan Abrams, author of intimate inspection at Bryant's trials, accomplishments and tribulations." -- Jonathan Abrams, author of BoysBoys
Among MenAmong Men 

"With the publication of "With the publication of Showboat: The Life of Kobe BryantShowboat: The Life of Kobe Bryant, it is high time we recognized author Roland Lazenby, it is high time we recognized author Roland Lazenby

for what he has become: the finest sports biographer of our time. First with the astonishing for what he has become: the finest sports biographer of our time. First with the astonishing Michael Jordan: The LifeMichael Jordan: The Life
and now his having written an incredibly researched, beautifully written biography of this enigmatic Lakerand now his having written an incredibly researched, beautifully written biography of this enigmatic Laker

superstar, Lazenby has entered rarified air: one is wowed by what one learns and at the same time you can't wait tosuperstar, Lazenby has entered rarified air: one is wowed by what one learns and at the same time you can't wait to

read what comes next." -- Peter Golenbock, author of ten read what comes next." -- Peter Golenbock, author of ten New York TimesNew York Times bestsellers bestsellers 

Eighteen-time all-star; scorer of 81 points in a game; MVP and a shooting guard second only to Jordan in league

history: Kobe Bryant is one of basketball's absolute greatest players, a fascinating and complicated character who

knew when he was a mere boy that he would be better than Jordan on the court. 

The debate about whether he achieved that is a furious one--but Kobe has surpassed Jordan on the all-time scoring

list and has only one less championship than Jordan (5 to Jordan's 6). He is set to retire after the 2015/16 season, just

in time for Roland Lazenby's definitive biography of the player and the man.

The Lakers are the flashiest team in all of sports, and the context in which Bryant played is salacious and exciting.
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Provocative stories mixed with good old fashioned basketball reporting make for a riveting and essential read for

any hoops fan. 
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